Bipartite graph is used to illustrate Low-density parity-check (LDPC) code by Tanner [1]. In this thesis, we introduce a new algorithm to depict LDPC codes. Cut-node tree(CNT), although appearing to be a tree defined in graph theory, can figure out all cycles of an LDPC. And this method can apply to decoding, help to prevent superfluous iteration in belief propagation (BP).
Introduction
In coding and decoding domain, Tanner graph(TG) is suitable for indicating constraints or equations in LDPC, and iterative decoding of forward error correcting codes [2] . See Fig.1 . It can commendably compose longer codes, [3] [4] . 
Theory Of CNT
In order to figure out all cycles of code. TG is re-drew to a tree, cut-node tree:
(1)selecting a value '1' in H, its variable node considered as root-node;
(2)correspondingly, all check nodes connected to the root-node as first-order child nodes;
(3)when growing, a node, it is a leaf originally or it appeared in previous node, will be forbid to grow and become an end-node;
(4)repeating(2) (3), at the end, a CNT can be got. If all nodes are connected, a single CNT can be got. Repeating this process until all end nodes are either cut-nodes or leaf nodes. See Fig.3 The initial value of matrix HH is H, when a node appeared in CNT , the corresponding element in HH replaced by zero; all elements of HH change to zero at the end of algorithm.
Implement of Principle and Results
Here for one example:
(1)first, choosing a variable node
, as root-node, the son nodes of this root-node are those check nodes which connect to it,
(2)according to this principle, all child-nodes can be obtained. [6] . Such as an LDPC code with check H: Here, H is a single CNT, with 5 cut-nodes, 3 leaf node and 3 cycles. In a graph without cycle, CNT just a tree defined by graph theory, but with cycles CNT can be got by cutting all cycles.
CNT has all characters which TG contains.
Conclusion
In this paper, we give out CNT algorithm. If matrix H is large, such as H in DVB-S2, cycles entangle with each other, it is hard to solve all cycles. LDPC's performances have certain relationship with characters of cycles. By CNT and matlab's cell array, cycles can be figure out relatively easily. On the other hand, CNT can be applied in decoding algorithm to prevent redundant iteration in belief propagation algorithm. 
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